Abstract: Default risk assessment is crucial in the banking activity. Different models were developed in the literature using the discriminant analysis, logistic regression and data mining techniques. In this paper the logistic regression was applied to verify models proposed by R. Jagiełło for different sectors.
Introduction
The first models predicting the insolvency of enterprises date from the 1930s and the subsequent years, among them are works by P.J. Fritz Patrick, and more advanced and spread multivariate models by W.H. Beaver and E.I. Altman date from the 1960s [Jagiełło 2013, pp. 5-6] .
The very first papers by Z. Hellwig and U. Siedlecka on the early warning system in Poland were published in the 1980s and the 1990s [Pociecha (ed.) 2014, p. 14] . The multivariate models were launched in Poland by E. Mączyńska in the 1990s and continued by M. Pogodzińska and S. Sojak, J. Gajdka and T. Stos [Jagiełło 2013, pp. 32 and further] . The works by D. Hadasik (D. Appenzeller) in the late 90s are still based on the discriminant analysis with a different set of financial ratios, number of instances and homogeneity of the sample. In the works (the start of the 21st century) by A. Hołda, D. Wierzba, S. Sojak, J. Stawicki, B. Prusak, the tests of the accuracy of such models were performed using different ratios and samples achieving the prediction accuracy at a very high level, i.e. above 90% [Jagiełło 2013, pp. 41 and further] . In two research centers, works on discriminant analysis were conducted increasing the quality and accuracy of the prediction by increasing the homogeneity of samples (E. Mączyńska and M. Zawadzki, M. Hamrol and B. Czajka, cited by [Jagiełło 2013, pp. 48-52] ).
For the first time the logit model in the prediction of bankruptcy was used by J. Ohlson in 1980 [Pociecha (ed.) 2014, p. 24] . Models utilizing the logistic regression in predicting bankruptcy risk in Poland are included in works by A. Hołda, M. Gruszczyński, P. Stępień and T. Strąk, D.Wędzki, B. Prusak, published in 2000 --2005 [Jagiełło 2013, pp. 53 and further; Pociecha (ed.) 2014, pp. 25-26] . In this article we do not aim to review the current literature on bankruptcy. A more detailed literature review was published in Pociecha [Pociecha (ed.) 2014] .
The methods using the multivariate statistics and logit models are called the probabilistic approach. Machine learning methods, decision trees and neural networks (data mining) are called the nonparametric approach [Pociecha (ed.) 2014, pp. 16-17] .
Due to more effective computers and more advanced methods, the machine learning methods became more and more popular and widely used. The review of data mining models used in the research of prediction of the bankruptcy of enterprises was published in work edited by J. Pociecha [Pociecha (ed.) 2014] .
In R. Jagiełło [2013] , the sample was split according to the sector of activity, and separate models were estimated for each sector using a sample of 80 enterprises in each model. Different ratios were significant in models for different sectors. The high prediction accuracy of such models was the inspiration for this research and led to the following research hypothesis: including information about the sector of activity significantly increases the effectiveness of the model predicting the default of enterprises.
The main goal of the paper was the comparison of R. Jagiełło's model with the conclusion about the possibility of the usage of such a model in practice. The authors' own model was proposed. In this paper the pooled model using information about the sector of activity was applied. Two types of models were used: the logistic regression and the survival model.
The research sample -a description
The sample used in this paper consisted of 3,112 financial statements from small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The financial statements came from the homogenous period of years [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] . The data sample included 494 financial statements of enterprises recognized as defaulted. In this group of enterprises (defaulted) bankrupted and non-performing enterprises were included (see Table 1 ). 
Source: own elaboration.
The research methods
The logistic regression model was proposed as the research method. The financial ratios proposed by Jagiełło [2013] were included in the model. To compare, the semi-parametric Cox survival model was applied.
The logistic regression
The general form of the logistic regression model is as follows:
where: B(1, p) is the binomial distribution with the probability of success p; Y -the dependent variable; X = (X 1 ,…, X k ) -the independent explanatory variables; β -structural parameters in model.
The P(Y = 1) takes the values from interval [0;1]. A cut-off point is an important element in the logistic regression model. The estimation based on the balanced sample usually takes 0.5 as a cut-off value. The structure of the sample (percentage of bankrupted enterprises) determines the cut-off value.
The interpretation of results is usually based on odds ratios (the ratio of odds in two groups or in the change of one unit in the explanatory variable). Logistic regression requires a lot of different assumptions to be fulfilled. The most important assumptions are: randomness of the sample, big sample, no collinearities in explanatory variables, and independence of observations.
The survival models
In the semiparametric model (the proportional hazards Cox model) only the regression part is parametrically specified (the interaction between processes), the time distribution is not parametrically specified (the nonparametric approach). It is assumed that the interval variable T means time to event occurrence. In the Cox regression model the dependent variable time is estimated as a hazard function:
where: h 0 (t) -the baseline hazard; X 1 , X 2 ,…X k -the explanatory variables.
Cox [1972] proposed the partial maximum likelihood method for the estimation of such models. The likelihood function is divided into two parts: the first, including only parameters and the second, including parameters and the hazard function. The basic assumption in the Cox model is the hazard proportionality assumption. When this assumption is violated, the model becomes the non-proportional hazards model by including the interaction between variable X and the time of the process t [Blossfeld, Rohwer 2002] .
Financial ratios used in model estimation
The approach to the estimation of models predicting bankruptcy is evolving. The types of utilized models and number of ratios are changing. In the 1970s and the 1980s, the most frequently used models consisted of the discriminant models and the logistic regression models. Later on the number of papers utilizing the neural network increased and the number of papers using discriminant functions decreased. Neural networks nowadays hold the dominant position in the world literature. Still, the logit models are frequently used and a new type of predictive models appeared. The most important issue in the estimation of predictive models is the selection of financial ratios. The financial ratios in the classic approach of the economic analysis of an enterprise's condition are organized in five areas [Sierpińska, Jachna 2004, pp. 144-145 ]:
• financial liquidity, • profitability, • market value of shares and equity, • efficiency, • debt and debt service.
In the models predicting bankruptcy in different publications, as many as 752 financial ratios were used in total. Only 18 of them are used in at least 10 publications. Those ratios are presented in Table 3 . 
The extension of the Robert Jagiełło model
In his logistic regression model for different sectors of SMEs, R. Jagiełło used the sample of 400 enterprises [Jagiełło 2013, p. 8] . This means that he used 80 enterprises for each sector, and from among them, 40 were classified as "good" (according to the Polish Accounting Standards as of 31st December 2008) and 40 as "bad" enterprises (according to the Polish Accounting Standards as of 31st December 2009). The models were based on 16 financial ratios (see Table 4 ) with a high discriminatory power and covering all aspects of the financial situation of an enterprise (calculated as of 31st December 2008). Based on those financial ratios the models were estimated separately for each sector. The author proposed models based on the logistic regression and the discriminant analysis. The selection of significant ratios was performed based on the discriminant analysis. In the next step, the logistic regression models were performed on the ratios selected in the discriminant analysis.
The R. Jagiełło logistic regression model for different sectors
For each group (by sector) the author proposed the model based on 3-4 financial ratios. The coefficients from the logistic regression models are presented in Table 5 . Different ratios were significant in different models. The most common set of ratios was significant in the model for Construction and Transportation. 
The proposal of the model with the nominal variable SECTOR
As an alternative proposal to the R. Jagiełło model, there is one pooled model for all sectors with and without the nominal variable SECTOR, which should increase the predictive power of the model. The discriminatory power of such models will be compared using the area under curve ROC.
The sample used for the model estimation
The sample used for the verification of the R. Jagiełło model and the proposal of a new model consisted of 388 observations from the original sample. For each of the five sectors (industry, construction, transportation, trade, services) only 40 "good" and 40 "bad-defaulted" enterprises were randomly selected. An exception was made for transportation because the sample for this sector was too small and only 28 "defaults" were available. The effectiveness of the R. Jagiełło model on our sample was very weak, much lower comparing to the effectiveness of the original model proposed by R. Jagiełło (see Table 7 ). In such a situation, the model based on the ratios used by R. Jagiełło, but on the pooled sample with and without the variable SECTOR was proposed. The logistic regression model was applied.
Variables selection
The selection of variables was based on their accuracy power (AR). 0.1 was set up as a cut-off value for the discriminatory power. The selection based on the accuracy ratio (AR) includes more ratios in the model comparing to the reference model based on the t-test. The financial ratios below the AR cut-off value (0.1) were eliminated.
The Pearson correlation coefficient was used in the detection of correlation. The correlation coefficients for pairs: (X1 -X2), (X2 -X14), (X4 -X13) are too high (see Table 9 ). To eliminate the correlation between financial ratios, the variables X2 and X4 were eliminated. Source: own elaboration. Source: own elaboration in SAS 9.4. Source: own elaboration in SAS 9.4.
The logistic regression model without the variable SECTOR
For the variable selection in the final model without the variable SECTOR, the stepwise selection method was used (α = 0.05 significance level SLE and SLS). Only two ratios, i.e. X7 and X13, were significant in the model. The results of the model are presented in Table 10 . The predictive power of the model without SECTOR was at the level of 64.6% of correctly classified enterprises. This model is characterized by a high specificity, the model correctly classifies 74.5% of "good" enterprises. Correctly classified "defaults" amounted to 54.0%.
The area under the ROC curve (AUC) should be at least at the level 0.75 -0.8 to assume the predictive power of the model as satisfactory. For this model, the AUC was a little lower (AUC = 0.7227), which means that the predictive power of the model without the variable SECTOR is rather low.
The logistic regression model with the variable SECTOR
For the variable selection in the final model with the variable SECTOR, the stepwise selection method was used (α = 0.05 significance level SLE and SLS). Only two ratios, i.e. X7 and X13, were significant in the model. The results are presented in Table 11 . The variable SECTOR was not significant (p-value at the level 0.22). Only The predictive power of the model with the variable SECTOR amounted for 63.8% of correctly classified enterprises, which is lower comparing to the previous model without the variable SECTOR. There were 72.5% correctly classified "good" enterprises and 54.5% correctly classified "defaults". The predictive power of the model with variable SECTOR is still low AUC = 0.7333 (see Figure 2 ) but a little higher comparing to the model without this variable (AUC = 0.7227). 
The results for the survival model estimation -the Cox model
The survival model was proposed as an alternative approach. The semiparametric Cox regression model represents the dynamic approach. Contrary to the logistic regression where the dependent variable is binary (0 − good, 1 − default), in the survival model the dependent variable is an interval variable measuring the time of the process. The ratios selected in the logistic regression were used as explanatory variables. On the 0.05 significance level only ratios X1, X6 and X16 are significant. On 0.1 significance level additionally the ratios X5 and X7 are significant. The variable SECTOR is not significant (p-value 0.26). For the assessment of the predictive power and the accuracy of this model the predictor from the Cox model was used.
The predictive power of the model amounted to 61.0% of correctly classified enterprises, which is lower comparing to the logistic regression. There were 63.5% correctly classified "good" enterprises which was much less comparing to logistic regression, but there were 58.3% of correct classifications among "defaults" which is much more, comparing to logistic regression.
The discriminatory power of the Cox regression model is rather low AUC = 0.705. This value is lower comparing to the logistic regression model with variable SECTOR (AUC = 0.733).
The summary and conclusions
The proposed verification of the R. Jagiełło model and an alternative model proposal delivered the following conclusions:
• In the evaluation of the predictive power of models for bankruptcy/defaults prediction the definition of the "event" is crucial. The differences in definition may cause a significant drop of the predictive power of the model.
• Using small samples in models' estimation (in this case 80 entities) causes a low level of accuracy classification of such models. The application of such a model on the independent sample does not confirm the ability of the model to predict the bankruptcy of enterprises.
• Including the nominal variable SECTOR only slightly increases the classification accuracy (in the range of "defaulted" enterprises) comparing to the model estimated on the pooled sample of all enterprises (different sectors in one model).
• An alternative approach was proposed using the dynamic survival model (the semi-parametric Cox regression model). There is an advantage of such an approach in the case of "defaults" classification accuracy. The general predictive power of the survival model was lower comparing to the logistic regression model. Concluding − the goal of this research was achieved. The effectiveness of models built on the small samples is rather low and the R. Jagiełło model cannot be used in practice. Authors' model proposal was not effective despite some advantages.
